
Cleopatra Crochet Wire Cuff
This incredibly simple, yet strikingly sophisticated accessory takes only a few short 
hours to make. Working with wire instead of yarn is the only learning curve here, as the 
entire project is worked in only slip stitch and single crochet!
Even the clasp is joined to the cuff bracelet seamlessly. 

Materials:
one spool of 28 gauge non-tarnish silver or gold wire; Artistic Wire; 40yds per spool
one 5-strand bar clasp in matching color tone
B/1 (2.25mm) crochet hook for crocheting with wire
Steel 10 (1.3mm) crochet hook for joining clasp to bracelet
Gauge: 5 sts/5.5 rows = 1” 
Finished size(s): 2.5” x 7” not including clasp



Instructions: 
Ch 14
Row 1: sc in 2nd ch from hook and ea ch across. 
-- 13 scs (See Figure 1)
Row 2: ch1, sc in ea st across. -- 13 sts
(See Figure 2)
Row 3 - 28:rep row 2
(See Figure 3)
Round 29: do not turn, working along end of 
rows, slip stitch in ea row, turn, working along 
bottom of beginning chain, slip stitch in ea of 
first 4 chains. *Holding bar clasp close next to 
bracelet, insert hook into next chain and loop on 
bar clasp, yarn over, pull thorugh all. (See Figure 
4). Rep from * 4 more times. Continue to slip 
stitch in ea st to end of row, turn, working along 
end of rows, slip stitch in end of each row, turn, 
work slip stitch in ea of next 4 sts from row 28. 
*Holding bar clasp close next to bracelet, insert 
hook into next chain and loop on bar clasp, yarn 
over, pull thorugh all. Rep from * 4 more times. 
Continue to slip stitch in ea st to end of round. 
Slst in first slst at beg of round to join. Fasten off. 
(See Figure 6)
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